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ABSTRACT

This paper numerically investigated the influence of falling height on the behavior of the skid-launching free-fall
lifeboat (FFLB) in regular waves. The boat has been treated as a rigid body when the differential equations of motion
for the four falling phases, i.e., sliding or ramp phase, rotation phase, free-fall phase and water entry phase of the
lifeboat were solved in the time domain. The hydrodynamic characteristics of the lifeboat has been studied for
different falling heights such as H = 1.5m, 1.75m and 2.00m. Horizontal and vertical excursions and the rotation of
the axis of the boat have been computed at different time along with its horizontal and vertical velocities.
Hydrodynamic forces and accelerations at normal and axial directions have also been determined. At first the analysis
has been done in still water and then in regular wave with amplitude of 0.5m and a period of 2.0 sec. In all of the
cases, effects of regular wave are shown by comparing the results with those considering the falling of FFLB into
calm water.

Keywords: Hydrodynamics, Numerical simulation, Motion characteristics, Acceleration, Added mass, Momentum
transfer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shipping industries almost all over the world are now
showing very much interest on free-fall lifeboat as
many life threatening accidents have occurred with
conventional lifeboat systems in the past. Most of the
accidents happened during launching and after lowering
the boat into rough seas in high wind. During launch,
the lifeboat may hit the sides of the distressed vessel,
become severely damaged and occupants may fall into
the sea causing injury and even death. It is impossible
to launch the lifeboat if the parent vessel is listing
significantly or if the falling becomes tangled. After
lowering the boat into the water, it may be unable to
move away from the distressed vessel if high seas and
winds continually push the lifeboat towards the parent
vessels or due to the inability of the engine to start.
These situations become even more dangerous during
fire or when the potential for an explosion exists.

A lot of risks associated with conventional lifeboat
systems have been substantially reduced by the free-fall
lifeboat system. These problems are minimized with the
free-fall lifeboat because it is not lowered into the sea.
The free-fall lifeboat falls freely into the sea, generating
kinetic energy which propels the lifeboat away from the
distressed vessel during and immediately after water

entry. The lifeboat moves away from the danger even if
the engine does not operate.

Many researchers made investigations on freely falling
object. Aanesland (1987) studied the dynamic motion
of freely falling drilling pipe in water by using slender
body theory. The coupled surge-heave-pitch motion of
the cylinder, in the formulation, correspond to the
coupled surge–sway-yaw motion of a ship based on the
maneuvering equations as presented by Newman (1977)
corrected by viscous effects. The most important effect
of water impact when penetrating through the free
water surface has not been included in the formulation.

Boef (1992) proposes a practical method for simulating
the water entry of a free-fall lifeboat. The literature on
the hydrodynamic impact is reviewed and the concepts
of momentum balance and added mass are explored by
analyzing the impact of various cylinders. The
theoretical model for the water entry of a lifeboat is
developed by extending the concepts cylinder impact
and seaplane landing. The second part of his study
discusses the implementation of the lifeboat launch
model and a method for evaluating the effects of
acceleration on the occupants based on Dynamic
Response Model of Brinkley et al. (1971).
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Luo and Davis (1992) studied the free-fall motion of the
dropped objects and their impact on underwater
installations. They formulated the equations of motion
in global coordinate system transferring the normal and
tangential drag force from local coordinate system.

Colwill and Ahilan (1992) used the same mathematical
approach developed by Luo and Davis (1992) and
conducted a reliability analysis of the behavior of
dropped objects. At first the experimental verification
of the numerical method has been done using
Aanesland’s experimental result.

Campbell and Claughton (1983) presented the
experimental work on the alternative means of
launching lifeboats from offshore rigs and mobiles.
They have conducted test in wind and wave over the
conventional twin-fall system, an outward facing single
fall and tug line system, a boom launch system and a
radical free-fall lifeboat system. They have discussed
the difficulties of successfully launching lifeboats from
the windward or up wave side of a rig in storm
conditions.

Muler and Payer (1983) studied on the estimation of
load and strength of free-fall lifeboats. Very simple
approximation has been done for calculating the
hydrodynamic slamming pressure and the boat has been
discretized and analyzed by finite element method.
Experimental investigation has also been conducted to
verify the acceleration in different positions.

Nelson et al. (1991) presented a mathematical model to
predict the launch behavior of free-fall lifeboat
considering the boat as an assemblage of triangular
plates. In another research, Nelson et al. (1994)
described the implementation of free-fall lifeboats in
ships, the relative economics of free-fall lifeboat
systems compared with davit launched lifeboat systems
and anticipated improvements in safety afforded by
free-fall lifeboats during an emergency. The other study
by Nelson et al. (1995) discussed quantitatively the
launch behavior of free-fall lifeboats with particular
emphasis on the effects of changes in the location of
CG.

Tasaki et al. (1990) described a numerical simulation
method on the falling motion of free-fall lifeboat. After
validating the method through experiment, the relation
between the altitude and launching conditions has been
discussed.

Arai et al. (1994, 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c)
developed a numerical model for the simulation of
motion and behaviors of the realistic lifeboat for the
first time. The effect of acceleration on the occupant of
a lifeboat and the elevation of effective launching
parameters of a freefall lifeboat has also been studied
by them. However, they did not include the effect of
wave in the model. In this present study, the same
model is extended to analysis motion and acceleration
of a free-fall lifeboat falling into the regular waves and
influence of falling height on its behaviour is
investigated.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Launch Simulation of a Free-fall Lifeboat

The configuration of a free-fall lifeboat at beginning of
a launch is shown in Fig.  1. The free-fall height is
measured from the water surface to the lowest point of
the launching skid. The primary factors which affect the
launch  behavior  of  a  free-fall  lifeboat  are  its  mass
distribution, the length and angle of launch skid, and
the free-fall height. These parameters interact to affect
the orientation and velocity of the lifeboat at the time of
water impact, the acceleration forces experienced by the
occupants, the headway made by the lifeboat
immediately after the water entry.

The complete launch of a free-fall lifeboat from the skid
is composed of four phases, i.e., a) Sliding or ramp
phase, b) Rotation restricted fall phases, c) Free-fall
phases and d) Water entry phase,

As shown in Fig. 2. The ramp phase is that phase of the
launch when the boat slides along the skid and ends
when the center of gravity passes a certain point very
close  to  the  end  of  the  skid.  At  that  time  the  lifeboat
begins to rotate and slides about the end of the skid.
The rate of rotation increases until the boat is no longer
in contact with the skid at which time the free-fall phase
begins. The free-fall phase ends when the bow first
contacts the water.

A fixed global coordinate system (x,  z) is set with X-
axis describing an axis along the still water level and Z-
axis  corresponding  to  the  vertical  axis  from  the  still
water surface to the lowest end of the skid. A local
coordinate system ( ,  )  is  set  with  its  origin  at  the
center  of  gravity  of  the  lifeboat  at  any  time  and
instantaneous lifeboat axis direction  axis. As shown in
Fig. 1, both are right handed orthogonal Cartesian
coordinate systems. The local coordinate system is used
to describe the geometry of the lifeboat and to
determine forces which act on the lifeboat. The global
coordinate system is used to set the governing equations
for time step simulation. The local coordinate system,
which is fixed in relation to the lifeboat, translates and
rotates with respect to the global coordinates system.

a) Sliding Phase

Sliding of boat begins when it is released and ends
when the center of gravity (G) is crossing a point close
to the end of the launch skid. During this phase the
lifeboat is constrained to slide along the skid, so it
cannot rotate. The velocity of the lifeboat at the end of
the launch skid is mostly dependent upon the length of
the launch skid in front of the lifeboat, Lgo’. The
velocity increases as the distance Lgo’ increases. The
forces acting on the lifeboat during sliding are the
gravity force (Mg),  the  normal  reaction  force  (Fn)
between the skid and the rail, and the frictional force
( Fn) between the skid and the rail. The governing
equations are based on the global system which
provides three degrees of freedom and are given as
(Rahman, 2003):
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Fig. 1. Launch simulation of a free-fall lifeboat

)( CosSinFxM n                     (1a)

MgSinCosFzM n )(                (1b)

0I                    (1c)

In Eq. (1), M is the mass of the lifeboat, I is  the
rotational moment of inertia for pitching, =Tan  is the
friction factor and  is the instantaneous angle of the
axis of the boat with horizontal.

b) Rotation Phase

This rotation phase of the free-fall launch begins as the
sliding ends and it continues until the boat is no longer
in contact with the launch skid. The forces acting on the
lifeboat during rotation are the gravity force (Mg),
friction (µFn) parallel to the launch rail and a force
normal  to  the  rail  (Fn). A couple is produced by the
weight of the boat and the reactive force on the launce
rail, and it causes the boat to rotate as it slides off the
launce skid. The equations of motions are:

CosSinFxM n /)(                     (2a)

MgCosCosFzM n /)(            (2b)

CosSinzxCosFI n /)}()({    (2c)

The launching parameters which affect the behavior of
the lifeboat when it is rotating at the end of the skid are
the distance between the center of gravity and the aft
end of the launce rail Lra, the angle from which the
lifeboat is launched, and the velocity of the lifeboat
when it begins to rotate. The angular momentum
imparted to the lifeboat decreases as the distance Lgo’

increases. This occurs because the velocity of the
lifeboat at the beginning of the rotation phase increases
as the distance to the end of the skid increases.

c) Free-fall Phase

The free-fall phase of the launch begins at the end of
the rotation phase and continues until the boat touches
the water surface. During free fall of the boat the only
force  acting  on  the  boat  is  its  gravity  force  (Mg) and
hence the equations of motion are simple.

0xM ; MgzM ; and 0I                  (3)

Except for conditions with large fall heights and wind
speeds, the influence of the air drag is insignificant.
This influence results in only a decrease of vertical
momentum due to gravity force. The horizontal and
angular velocities of the boat remain almost constant.
The rotation of the boat during the free-fall is very
important as it determines the angle of attack at the
water.

d) Water Entry Phase

The water entry of the free-fall lifeboat begins at the
end of the free fall phase. During the water entry phase,
the boat is acted upon by hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
forces and the equations of motion can be given as:

CosF

SinFCosFSinFxM

da

dnmamn         (4a)

bda

dnmamn

FMgSinF

CosFSinFCosFzM         (4b)

G
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bdnmn MMMI                    (4c)

Fig. 2. Different phases of a free-fall lifeboat

Here, Fmn is the force due to momentum transfer in the
normal direction to the boat axis, Fma is the force due to
momentum transfer in the axial direction, Fdn, normal
drag force, Fda axial drag force, Fb, buoyancy force, Mg,
gravity force, Mmn, moment due to momentum transfer
in the normal direction, Mdn, drag moment and Mb,
buoyancy moment.

When the lifeboat first hit the water surface, high
accelerations are experienced by the bow of the boat,
this is bow impact. At that time, couple formed by the
fluid forces and the weight of the lifeboat causes the
angular momentum induced during the rotation phase to
be reversed and the boat to return to even keel and this
is stern impact.

Numerical integration of the equations of motions, as
presented in this section, is performed by Newmark
method (Press et al., 1987) to obtain velocity and
displacement of the free-fall lifeboat from the computed
accelerations.

2.2 Hydrostatic and Hydrodynamic Forces and
Moments
The volumetric force, the normal drag force and the
force due to momentum transfer in the normal direction
have been calculated using a strip model where the
forces per cross-section are calculated using the relative
velocity and acceleration, and are integrated over the
length of the falling boat. To perform the numerical
integration, the boat has been discretized into forty

segments in the longitudinal direction. The forces along
the axis of the boat have been approximated in total.
The buoyancy force is proportional to the immersed
volume of the boat. This volume can be obtained by
integrating the immersed cross-sectional area Ai( )
along length of the boat. The total volumetric force and
its moment around the center of gravity of the boat
become:

dAgF ib )(                    (5a)

dACosgM ib )(                     (5b)

In Eq. (5),  is the density of water,  is the distance of
a particular section from the center of gravity of the
boat.

The hydrodynamic drag forces and moment in the local
moving coordinate system have been computed using
the following equations:

axaxcmdada VVACF 5.0                      (6a)

dVVCCF nrnrdadn )2(5.0          (6b)

dVVCCM nrnrdadn )2(5.0     (6c)

Where, 2C is the instantaneous wetted breadth of a
particular section of the boat at a particular immersion,
Acm,  is  the  cross-sectional  area  of  the  midship  and Vax
and Vnr are the axial and normal velocity and these can
be given by the following equations:
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CoszSinxv nr )()(      (7a)

SinzCosxv ax )(                     (7b)

The drag forces in Eq. (7) are based on the cross-flow
principle, which assumes that the incident flow can be
split into orthogonal components, which are
independent of each other. The axial drag coefficient
(Cda) depends on both skin friction and end pressure
whereas normal drag coefficient (Cdn) is dominated by
pressure drag. The drag coefficients for axial and
normal flow have been chosen from Hoerner (1958).

The instantaneous position of the water surface due to
wave can be computed by:

)()( tSint a                      (8)

where a , and are the amplitude, angular velocity
and phase angle of the wave respectively.

The wave starts at the time of release of the boat. When
the  phase  angle  is  zero,  the  wave  elevation  is  zero  at
this position and the elevation changes with the change
of phase angle.

2.3 Force and Moment due to Momentum
Transfer in Normal Direction
According to the von Karman (1929) momentum
theory, when a body enters the water, its original
momentum be distributed between the body and the
surrounding. And the force acting on the body can be
evaluated by the rate of change of momentum transfer
to the surrounding water. The hydrodynamic force due
to momentum transfer in the normal direction to the
axis of the lifeboat has been formulated here on the
basis of this momentum theory and assuming
irreversible nature of the impact (Aanesland, 1987,
Colwill and Ahilan, 1992). The force on an arbitrary
cross-section at position  with length d   can be given
as:

d
dt

dV
mV

dt
dmdVhm

dt
dFd nr

nrnrmm )}(),({
          (9a)

Where dm/dt,  the  time  derivative  of  added  mass m ( ,
h) for a particular section located at a distance  from
the center of gravity and having an immersion h, is

dt
dh

h
m

dt
dm                    (9b)

But dh/dt will be evaluated only when Vnr>0, which
corresponds to conditions of increasing immersion.
When Vnr<0, dh/dt is set equal to zero. This treatment is
based on considerations of momentum transfer only
upon water entry and not during conditions associated
with water exit.

The total force due to momentum transfer in normal
direction can be obtained by integrating the force as
described in Eq. (9a) throughout the length of the boat.
The force and moment due to momentum transfer in

normal direction around the center of gravity of the boat
then become:

md)v2Cosz

Sinx(dmd
dt
dm

d
dt
dm)CoszSinx(F

ax

mn

    (10a)

dm)v2Cosz

Sinx(dmd
dt
dm

d
dt
dm)CoszSinx(M

ax

22

mn

    (10b)

During water entry, the bottom of the front part of the
boat first hits the water surface with velocity Vax axially.
At that time VaxTan , the component due the axial
velocity (Vax) and longitudinal bottom shape (Tan ,

 is the instantaneous angle of the bottom with the
axial direction) of the front part of the boat, adds some
extra force in normal direction. This force causes
rotation of the boat when it moves even with axial
velocity only. Including this effect the equations for
force and moment due to momentum transfer in the
normal direction to be modified as:

dTan
dt

dmVFF axmnmn
                  (11a)

dTan
dt

dmVMM axmnmn
          (11b)

2.4 Estimation of Sectional Added Mass
von Karman approximated the added mass of a wedge
shaped body as that of a flat plate with same length and
width. Therefore, for a certain immersion the added
mass of the water contained in a semi cylinder having
the length equal to the length of the wedge and the
diameter equal to the wetted width of the wedge at that
immersion. Similar approximation can be applied for
the free-fall lifeboat with proper modification. The boat
has different shape for different sections, but it is
possible to determine the wetted width at different
immersion  which  in  fact  be  used  in  this  study  to
determine the added mass and impact force. Therefore,
the added mass per unit length m( , h) in Eq. (11) and
its derivative m/ h are functions of immersion h ( ) of
the  keel  of  the  boat  from  the  still  water  level.  The
immersion h( ) can be expressed as:

0
)()( h

Cos
Sinzh (12)

The distribution of the added mass m( , h) and its time
derivative for different immersion have been evaluated
according to the following relations:

2/)h,(Ch,m 2 for h( )<d1         (13a)

2/),(, 1
2 dChm m for h ( d1         (13b)
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Where C( , h) is the instantaneous wetted half-width of
a particular section at immersion h and Cm ( , d1) is the
maximum half-width at immersion d1. The derivative
m/  h=0 is used for h  ( )>d1 considering the flow
separation from the body during water entry of the
lifeboat.

Since different cross section have different shape and
size, input data for those sections have been extracted
from the body plan of the lifeboat model. The
transverse section has been divided into a number of
equally of distant ordinates and for the immersion
between two consecutive ordinates; the wetted half-
width is calculated by linear interpolation.

2.5 Force due to Momentum Transfer in Axial
Direction
For the momentum transfer along the boat axis, similar
approach has been adopted but the force has been
approximated in total. The average acceleration
(Rahman, 2003) between the bow and center of gravity
has been used here. The force associated with the axial
momentum transfer is:

ax
2

f

ma

v
dt
dl.

dl
dm)l(m)L2/1

Sin)z(CosxF
                (14)

Here, Lf is the distance between the fore peck and the
center of gravity of the boat, m (l) is  the  axial  added
mass and dm/dl is its derivative, which depend on axial
immersion l. Moreover, in Eq. (14), dl/dt is set equal to
zero when Vxa<0, i.e., the momentum transfer is
evaluated only for advance of the boat and not for
backward motion. The axial immersion l and the
distribution of the axial added mass m (l) are:

fLSin/)z(l                                     (15)

L
l

L
l

L
lmlm ax 2

542)(
23

for I < L/2                  (16a)

and 2/m)l(m ax   for I  L/2                  (16b)

The added mass distribution function is taken roughly
from the change of the sectional area in the fore part of
the boat, and max, the axial added mass for full
immersion, has been chosen on the basis of the added
mass for an ellipsoid which is:

6/2LDkm ax    (17)

Where L is the length of the boat, D=(d1+d2) at midship
of the boat and k is a coefficient depending on the L/D
ratio.

According to the above approximation for axial
immersion and added mass, the computed axial
acceleration increases suddenly at the time the axis of

the boat touches the water surface. However, the axial
impact should occur as soon as the keel of the boat
touches the water surface and gradually increases to the
peak value. Therefore, a different added mass
approximation has been used for this time interval
between the touching of the keel and that of the boat
axis to give a linear increase of the acceleration.

Now, substituting all these forces computed so far into
Eq. (4), the horizontal, vertical and rotational motions
of the boat in global coordinate system can be
computed. However, an occupant on a free-fall lifeboat
will experience the accelerations in local coordinate
system. So the computed accelerations have been
transformed into the local coordinate system according
to the following relationships:

2)(),( SingzCosxa (18a)

2)(),( CosgzSinxa     (18b)

Where a  and a  are the acceleration of the boat in the
axial and normal direction.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The primary factors which affect the launch behavior of
the FFLB are its mass distribution, lifeboat loading and
initial condition of falling, e.g., the length and angle of
launch skid, the length of guide rail after the centre of
gravity and the free-fall height as shown in Fig.  1.
These parameters interact to affect the orientation and
velocity of the lifeboat at the time of water impact, the
acceleration, the acceleration forces experienced by the
occupants and headway made by lifeboat immediately
after water entry.

A particular parent vessel has also a range of free-fall
height depending on its loaded and unloaded conditions
and there should have some limit of space for the skid
also. Therefore it is necessary to investigate the motion
and acceleration of FFLB for various loading
conditions. These investigations are done by using a
lifeboat model as described in Table 1. In this research
the effect of different falling heights such as H =1.5m,
1.75m and 2.00m on the behaviour of FFLB is studied.

Table 1: Principle dimensions of the lifeboat used in
simulation

Particulars of FFLB Values
Length (m) 1.00
Breadth (m) 0.358
Draught (m) 0.100
Displacement (kg) 15.30
Cm at midship (m) 0.192
d1 at midship(m) 0.211
(d1+d2) at midship(m) 0.311
KG (m) 0.181
Lra (m) 0.503
G from midship (m) 0.003
Radius of gyration (m) 0.320
Scale 1:7.4
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Fig. 3. Trajectory of CG of the FFLB in wave and in still water (

3.1 Trajectory Motion Analysis
Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the center of gravity of
the free-fall lifeboat in a wave of 0.5m maximum
amplitude, 2.00 sec. wave period and zero degree phase
angle. The boat is falling from a height of 1.5m with a
falling angle of 300. It slides along the skid
1.4m with a sliding length Lgo’=0.80m. After that it
rotates in clockwise direction and falls freely until it
touches the water surface and then the impact force due
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Fig. 4. Trajectory of CG of the FFLB in wave and in still water (
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Horizontal excursion of FFLB (m)

Trajectory of CG of the FFLB in wave and in still water ( =30°, H=1.5m,
=0°)

3.1 Trajectory Motion Analysis
shows the trajectory of the center of gravity of
fall lifeboat in a wave of 0.5m maximum

amplitude, 2.00 sec. wave period and zero degree phase
angle. The boat is falling from a height of 1.5m with a

. It slides along the skid of length
=0.80m. After that it

rotates in clockwise direction and falls freely until it
touches the water surface and then the impact force due

to the change in added mass and buoyancy force start to
act. Buoyancy force is increasing as long as the boat
goes into water until it reaches to its maximum
immersion (0.5m). During this time, the boat starts
rotating in the opposite direction (i.e., anti
due to the buoyancy moment and the moment due to
momentum transfer.  At that time the axis of the
lifeboat disappears fully inside water and a large
buoyancy force pushes it up.

Horizontal excursion of FFLB (m)

Trajectory of CG of the FFLB in wave and in still water ( =30°, H=1.75,
=0°)

=0.5m, T=2.0 sec,

to the change in added mass and buoyancy force start to
increasing as long as the boat

goes into water until it reaches to its maximum
immersion (0.5m). During this time, the boat starts
rotating in the opposite direction (i.e., anti-clock wise)
due to the buoyancy moment and the moment due to

.  At that time the axis of the
lifeboat disappears fully inside water and a large

=0.5m, T=2.0 sec,
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Fig. 5. Trajectory of CG of the FFLB in wave and in still water (
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Fig. 6. Normal and axial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water
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Horizontal excursion of FFLB (m)

Trajectory of CG of the FFLB in wave and in still water ( =30°, H=2.00,
sec, =0°)

Normal acceleration

in wave                 in still water

Axial acceleration

in wave

Time (Sec) Time (Sec)

xial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water
( =30°, H=1.5, =0.5m, T=2.0 sec, =0°)

=2.00, =0.5m, T=2.0

Axial acceleration

in still water

Time (Sec)

xial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water
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Fig. 7. Normal and axial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water (

The boat then comes out of the water and falls down
again into water with already forwarding some distance.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the trajectory of motion of FFLB
with falling height of 1.75m and 2.00m respectively. It
is  seen  from the figures that maximum immersion of
the boat increases as the falling height increases. The
increase in falling height of the boat makes it to rotate
more in anticlockwise direction causing a higher impact
of the stern. This results in jumping of the
higher level of the first entry and also to move longer
distance in the air before falling again into water. Due
to the presence of wave, the boat is immersed again into
water even at lower falling height.

3.2 Analysis of Time History of Accelerat
Figure 6 shows the computed acceleration in the normal
direction of the axis of the boat at three positions (near
bow, midship and stern) for the falling of boat into still
water and in wave. The boat falls at an initial angle of
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Normal acceleration

in wave                 in still water

Axial acceleration

in wave                  in still water

Time (Sec) Time (Sec)

xial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water (
H=1.75, =0.5m, T=2.0 sec, =0°)

The boat then comes out of the water and falls down
again into water with already forwarding some distance.

show the trajectory of motion of FFLB
with falling height of 1.75m and 2.00m respectively. It

om the figures that maximum immersion of
the boat increases as the falling height increases. The
increase in falling height of the boat makes it to rotate
more in anticlockwise direction causing a higher impact
of the stern. This results in jumping of the boat to
higher level of the first entry and also to move longer
distance in the air before falling again into water. Due
to the presence of wave, the boat is immersed again into

Time History of Acceleration
shows the computed acceleration in the normal

direction of the axis of the boat at three positions (near
bow, midship and stern) for the falling of boat into still
water and in wave. The boat falls at an initial angle of

 = 30o with sliding length of Lgo’
height of H =1.5  m.  It  is  seen  from  figure  that  at  the
bow position the peak acceleration in the normal
direction caused by bow impact has the maximum value
of nearly 3.4g. It is also seen that the stern impact
occurs after the bow impact, the magnitude of the
acceleration becomes comparatively large
(approximately 3.6g) and the stern impact happens for a
longer period. The peak acceleration due to bow impact
in case of falling into still water is much higher than
that in wave. This is due to large falling height. The
value of acceleration due to stern impact is also higher
up to peak value in case of falling in still water than that
in wave.

The figure also shows the computed accelerations in
axial direction of the boat at different positions. The
peak decelerations by numerical simulation are greater
than 3.5g in three positions.

Axial acceleration

in wave                  in still water

Time (Sec)

xial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water ( =30°,

go’ = 0.80m from falling
=1.5  m.  It  is  seen  from  figure  that  at  the

bow position the peak acceleration in the normal
direction caused by bow impact has the maximum value
of nearly 3.4g. It is also seen that the stern impact

ter the bow impact, the magnitude of the
acceleration becomes comparatively large
(approximately 3.6g) and the stern impact happens for a
longer period. The peak acceleration due to bow impact
in case of falling into still water is much higher than

wave. This is due to large falling height. The
value of acceleration due to stern impact is also higher
up to peak value in case of falling in still water than that

The figure also shows the computed accelerations in
axial direction of the boat at different positions. The
peak decelerations by numerical simulation are greater
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Fig. 8. Normal and axial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water (

Figures  7 and 8 also show almost similar nature of
curves of the normal and axial accelerations for falling
heights 1.75m and 2.00m respectively. It is seen from
figures that the acceleration both in normal and axial
directions increases with the increase of effective
falling heights. However, accelerations also increase
when the boat hits into a rising water surface due to the
addition of the effect of wave impact with the impact of
boat. This increase in accelerations is harmful and
causes discomfort to the occupants.

3.3 Analysis of Hydrostatic and Hydrodynamic
Forces
The hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces per unit
weight in the normal direction of the lifeboat computed
at the centre of gravity of the boat are shown in
The numerical results have been obtained for falling
angle of =30o, sliding length of
falling height of H =1.5m. In the time history of total
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Normal acceleration

in wave                 in still water

Axial acceleration

in wave                  in still water

Time (Sec) Time (Sec)

xial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water (
H=2.00, =0.5m, T=2.0 sec, =0°)

also show almost similar nature of
and axial accelerations for falling

heights 1.75m and 2.00m respectively. It is seen from
he acceleration both in normal and axial

directions increases with the increase of effective
falling heights. However, accelerations also increase

the boat hits into a rising water surface due to the
addition of the effect of wave impact with the impact of
boat. This increase in accelerations is harmful and

3.3 Analysis of Hydrostatic and Hydrodynamic

hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces per unit
weight in the normal direction of the lifeboat computed
at the centre of gravity of the boat are shown in Fig. 9a.
The numerical results have been obtained for falling

, sliding length of Lgo’=0.80m and
=1.5m. In the time history of total

force and force due to momentum transfer, contribution
due to the latter is much higher than that of the former
one, which is similar to the time history of normal
acceleration at midship of the lifeboat. However, the
magnitude of the maximum acceleration and non
dimensional total force is different since in acceleration
calculation, effect of added mass has also been taken
into consideration. It is also seen from
during water entry, only force due to moment transfer
has very large contribution in total force and as the boat
proceeds, the contribution of buoyancy increases. But
contribution of drag force becomes significant as the
boat immersed almost fully inside water (i.e., buoya
is almost to its maximum) and decreases as long as the
boat comes out of water. Therefore buoyancy and drag
force control the motion of the lifeboat after full water
entry. Contribution of gravity force in normal direction
increases very slowly throughout its journey since the
orientation of the boat changes. After coming out from
water, the  boat  moves  forward  and  already advanced

Axial acceleration

in wave                  in still water

Time (Sec)

xial acceleration of the boat at different positions in wave and in still water ( =30°,

force and force due to momentum transfer, contribution
due to the latter is much higher than that of the former
one, which is similar to the time history of normal

he lifeboat. However, the
magnitude of the maximum acceleration and non-
dimensional total force is different since in acceleration
calculation, effect of added mass has also been taken
into consideration. It is also seen from Fig. 9a that

y, only force due to moment transfer
has very large contribution in total force and as the boat
proceeds, the contribution of buoyancy increases. But
contribution of drag force becomes significant as the
boat immersed almost fully inside water (i.e., buoyancy
is almost to its maximum) and decreases as long as the
boat comes out of water. Therefore buoyancy and drag
force control the motion of the lifeboat after full water
entry. Contribution of gravity force in normal direction

out its journey since the
orientation of the boat changes. After coming out from
water, the  boat  moves  forward  and  already advanced
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Fig. 9a. Non-dimensional forces at normal
direction in wave ( =30°, H=1.5, =0.5m,

T=2.0 sec, =0°)

Fig. 9b. Non-dimensional forces at axial direction
in wave ( =30°, H=1.5, =0.5m, T=2.0 sec,

=0°)

Fig. 10a. Non-dimensional forces at normal
direction in wave ( =30°, H=1.75, =0.5m,

T=2.0 sec, =0°)

Fig. 10b. Non-dimensional forces at axial
direction in wave ( =30°, H=1.75, =0.5m,

T=2.0 sec, =0°)

Fig. 11a. Non-dimensional forces at normal
direction in wave ( =30°, H=2.0, =0.5m,

T=2.0 sec, =0°)

Fig. 11b. Non-dimensional forces at axial
direction in wave ( =30°, H=2.00, =0.5m,

T=2.0 sec, =0°)
a horizontal distance. It is to be noted that the force due
to momentum transfer has the two portions: first of
which depends on the added mass and acceleration and
the second one depends on the rate of change of added
mass and the velocity, i.e., impact force.

But for numerical simulation first portion has to be
added with the generalized inertia force to get the
vertical inertia force and hence only the impact has
been shown here. Figure 9b shows  the  time  history  of
different non dimensional forces in axial direction for
the same falling case. The contribution of impact in
total forces is very significant during the water entry of
the lifeboat as seen from the figure and the contribution
of buoyancy increases as it proceeds inside water. The
effect of drag force in axial direction is almost

negligible throughout the journey and effect of gravity
decreases  since  the  angle  of  axis  of  the  boat  with
horizontal decreases. It is also seen that after full entry
of the boat into water, only buoyancy controls the
motion in axial direction. Figures 10 and 11 also show
the normal and axial components of non-dimensional
forces for falling height 1.75m and 2.00m respectively.
It is seen from figures that as falling height increases,
force components also increase.

4. CONCLUSION

The influence of falling height on the launch behavior
of skid-launching free-fall lifeboat in regular waves is
studied in this research. From the above mentioned
study following conclusions can be drawn:
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1) The present mathematical model can be used to
predict the magnitude and direction of the
accelerations in different positions of a free-fall
lifeboat. It can also be used to evaluate the motions
of the boat for different falling heights.

2) As the effective falling height increases, the
maximum immersion of the boat increases. The
increase in falling height makes the boat to rotate
more in anticlockwise direction causing a higher
impact of the stern. This results in jumping of the
boat to higher level of the first entry and also to
move longer distances in the air before falling
again into water.

3) The acceleration both in normal and axial
directions increases with the increase of effective
falling heights. However, accelerations also
increase when the boat hits into a rising water
surface due to the addition of the effect of wave
impact with the impact of boat. The increase in
acceleration causes harm and discomfort to the
occupants.

4) Stern impact causes maximum acceleration both in
normal and axial directions.

5) The hydrostatic and hydrodynamic force
components in normal and axial direction
increases with the increase of effective falling
height.
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